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Overview 

The past twelve months have been challenging 

and eventful for the Society. 

The GSV, along with many societies, faces 

difficulties with a steady and sustained decline in 

membership which severely impacts on our 

ability to operate in a financially viable manner. 

Our Society has suffered a 40% decline in 

membership over the last decade and fewer and 

fewer members visit our library to access our 

collection of resources. The sizable rental 

payments for the large premises at 257 Collins 

Street have been a cause for great concern. 

We were very fortunate to be offered the 

opportunity to exit our lease prematurely and  

with the dedication and hard work of our staff 

and volunteers we made the move to smaller 

premises on Level 6 of 85 Queen Street in March 

2017. The shift has enabled us to consolidate our 

financial position and provides us with added 

time to address the problem of falling 

membership. 

The reduction in the dimensions of our premises 

has required us to reduce the size of our physical 

library holdings to those items that directly relate 

to family history. Our collection is now located 

in two places. The GSV Research Collection of 

family history resources is housed in the GSV 

Centre for Research and Education at Queen 

Street. The remainder of our book and journal 

collection is in the process of being integrated 

with the library of the Royal Historical Society 

of Victoria in their premises at the corner of 

William and A’Beckett Streets. An agreement 

between our two societies ensures access to the 

combined collection for GSV members.    

We hope that by now many members of the GSV 

have been in to inspect our new premises at 

Level 6, 85 Queen St Melbourne. You will see 

that the space occupied is more compact than we 

had in the Collins St basement but that it is 

efficiently laid out and has a more pleasant 

ambience. Certainly you will find that the 

research and education services and facilities are 

as good as ever and better in some important 

respects. The Centre is well lit with natural light 

and has a very bright and cheery atmosphere. 

If you’ve not visited yet, we strongly encourage 

you to do so. Set your family history objectives 

and give our volunteers and staff the challenge of 

helping you to meet them. Review the events 

calendar of education and training activities and 

come along to our splendid new education 

facility to be informed and entertained. In fact, 

bring in some friends to show them this new 

version of the GSV of which we can all be 

proud. 

 

Research & Education Centre 

Following our move into smaller premises, our 

collection is now in two locations – our most 

heavily used books and all microfilms, fiche and 

CDs are held at 85 Queen St, with the remainder 

moved to the Royal Historical Society of 

Victoria in A’Beckett St, where our members 

may access them free of charge. In the process of 

sorting through our collection, we have 

identified many items that are now available 

online and our catalogue has been updated to 

provide a link for easy access from home. 

                                                   
GSV Research & Education Centre, July 2017 

 

We now have free access to the MyHeritage 

commercial database in the library and continue 

to provide access to Ancestry, findmypast (world 

editions), TheGenealogist (Diamond edition) and 

the British Newspaper Archive. Our Research 

Assistants are available each day to assist 

members with their research. 



 

 

A program of regular meetings of Research 

Assistants is in place to assist the volunteers to 

remain familiar with our collections and to 

remain up to date with any changes that may 

occur to our resources.  

 

Research Services 

The Research team undertook many requests for 

research by both members and non-members 

during the year. In general, the enquiries have 

been of a more complex and time consuming 

nature than those received in past years. There 

have been an increased number of requests for 

paid research, including some major 

commissions from individuals and businesses.  

Research queries are always welcomed. If you 

cannot visit the library during our opening hours 

and you need to check a specific record set, 

members may utilise our free ‘look-up’ service 

where a member of our team looks up a 

nominated record, taking no more than 20 

minutes or so and sends back an image or 

transcript of the relevant entry. Requests are 

made and responded to via email using the form 

on our website.  On receipt of an answer, another 

request may be submitted. By breaking down 

your research into small manageable steps, you 

can sometimes overcome what initially seems a 

large problem.  

The team of research volunteers is to be 

commended for the high standard of research 

that they have undertaken on behalf of the 

Society. 

 

Education 

During the past twelve months, the Society has 

hosted a variety of well attended educational 

events which have been advertised in the 

Ancestor journal and listed on the website. 

Unfortunately, a number of events normally 

conducted in our meeting room or research area 

were postponed whilst the Society moved into its 

new premises. 

Two seminars were conducted featuring speakers 

on Scottish internal and external migration and 

early Melbourne suburbs. Our program of talks 

featured a variety of topics by both GSV 

members and outside speakers and are now held 

on Saturdays as well as Thursdays to better cater 

for those unable to attend during the week. A 

series of Library Research Days has been 

commenced. These are centred on a particular 

topic and are preceded by a talk on the subject 

that aims to highlight the resources held in our 

library. On the day, members are helped by 

volunteers to progress their research utilising our 

resources. The subjects covered during the year 

were Western Australian and Devon research. 

A course of four two hour sessions on Australian 

family history was conducted very successfully 

this year. The popular Writing Family History 

course was postponed pending our move to 

Queen Street and will be conducted in August 

2017. To cater for the demand for one-on-one 

research assistance two research workshops were 

conducted during the year. 

GSV was a partner in the Rare Book Week 

festival and the talk we sponsored was fully 

subscribed. The Society conducted an extensive 

program of events during both the National 

Family History Month and the October Seniors 

Month Festival. The program of classes on the 

various genealogical computer databases have 

continued to be run monthly. 

 

Council 

Eleanor Pugsley, our Vice-President retired at 

the October 2016 Annual General Meeting. Her 

service over many years has been highly valued. 

Eleanor will continue to provide volunteer 

services especially with respect to our Research 

Workshops. 

Alison Boundy and Cecil Clark also retired from 

Council and we are grateful for all their 

contributions  to the Society. 

The Society is very appreciative of Alan 

Aberdeen's decision to temporarily join Council 



 

 

to assume the management of our shift from 

Collins Street. His meticulous planning and 

oversight resulted in a very smooth and timely 

transition. 

 

Administration and Staffing 

During the year our long serving staff members 

Alison Carter and Kim Johnstone reigned. The 

Society thanks them for their dedicated service 

and wishes them well in their new endeavours. 

Linda Farrow was appointed as the Office 

Manager in October 2016. 

       Queen Street Office, July 2017 

 

The Society extends its thanks to our staff 

members and especially for their hard work and 

long hours preparing for, during and after, our 

move to the new premises. Our administration 

and library services would not function as 

smoothly and efficiently without their services. 

 

Membership 

Over the course of the year, a small number of 

new members joined each month. Unfortunately, 

a large number did not renew their membership 

and the resultant decline in membership has been 

steady. The concomitant decrease in revenue has 

had a huge impact on the manner by which the 

Society continues to operate. 

Successive Councils have dedicated considerable 

time addressing all of our operations in an 

endeavour to ensure that our programs and 

activities are relevant to our membership. In 

response to the survey of members conducted in 

2014, we have been progressively adding to our 

online databases and increasing the number of 

activities that provide one-on-one assistance to 

assist members to develop their knowledge of 

specific areas of interest and help them to resolve 

their research queries. 

The Society encourages new members to attend 

an Orientation session, a Starting Your Family 

History class and to participate in the many 

Computer Based Resource Classes that have 

been specifically designed to highlight the 

resources available to members. New members 

have shown their interest in the sharing and 

support offered by Discussion Circles which are 

increasingly well attended. We have especially 

welcomed the feedback we have received from 

new members as a result of our direct contact 

with them. 

 

Volunteers 

It’s been an exciting year for GSV volunteers, 

with so many members willing to help with the 

big move. Amongst other activities this included 

selecting the most-needed resources to be 

retained in our Research Collection, a difficult, 

dusty and sometimes emotional task. Our 

volunteers showed remarkable patience in the 

months of upheaval, and we have been delighted 

with the large number who stepped up to assist 

with digitising records - scanning, checking, 

indexing and uploading. Our Social Media team 

is working hard to spread the news about the 

great work of the GSV. 

The Society now has approximately 180 

volunteers who provide services in all aspects of 

the Society's activities. A number of new 

volunteers have joined the team over the last 

year with the majority of those indexing our 

holdings of cemetery headstone transcriptions 

and family histories. The results of their work 

are being added progressively to our online 

databases.  



 

 

The Society holds in high regard its team of 

volunteers who give freely of their time and 

expertise in order for the Society to operate 

effectively. Their contributions of time and 

expertise ensure that our members are better able 

to enjoy the facilities, events and activities that 

the Society provides. 

At the 2016 Volunteers' lunch party the Society 

acknowledged nine volunteers who have each 

provided twenty years or more of service. They 

have worked variously as Library Research 

Assistants, as members of the Research Team or 

in other capacities in the Society. They are Trish 

Brownrigg, Clive Davies, Maureen Doyle, Alan 

Fincher, Judith Gulliver, Yvonne Izatt, Gwen 

Hardingham, Robyn Johnson and Albert and 

Betty Mason. 

At the October 2016 AGM, a medal for 

Meritorious Service was awarded to Bruce 

Cleave. Bruce devoted a great deal of time over 

many years of service to the Society as an 

indexer. 

Certificates of Appreciation were awarded to 

Rod Armstrong, Lea Beranek, Janne Bonnett, 

Stephen Boyd, Malcolm Carkeek, Janet Davis, 

Barbara Francis, Margaret Glen, Rhonda Hudak, 

Maureen Kent, Lesley McDermid, Penny 

Mercer, Susan Minetti, Patricia Perry, Christine 

Skinner and Arthur Wallington. 

We thank you all and are heartened by this 

commitment to our Society. 

 

Scanning & Indexing Projects 

The Society has an active policy of digitising our 

holdings, when copyright permits, and making 

these records readily available to members. 

Some of our collection is accessible not only at 

the library but gradually more is being made 

available via links on our website. Our current 

activities are diverse and aim to provide our 

members with information not available through 

other sources. 

Cemetery Records: The Society holds a very 

large collection of transcriptions of headstones of 

almost 800 cemeteries throughout Victoria. All 

of the transcribed records are the result of work 

undertaken by volunteers over a long period of 

time. Given the age of some of the transcriptions, 

many are now the sole source of information as 

headstones have been damaged or degraded.  

To date we have scanned the records of 700 of 

the cemeteries. Our online Cemeteries Database 

now contains indexes for 166 cemeteries with 

scanned images attached. Indexes for a further 

406 cemeteries without images at present have 

also been included. The team has scanned an 

additional 172 cemetery records which are in the 

process of being indexed. Some images may 

only be available for viewing at the Centre. 

Family Histories: All the family histories that 

were filed in the vertical filing cabinets housed at 

Collins Street have been scanned. Of these 788 

are now available for viewing on the PCs at the 

Centre. Scanning of the 348 family history 

publications formerly housed on our library 

shelves is nearly complete. We have however 

nearly 5000 family history and other scanned 

items awaiting to be checked before being 

indexed. 

Occupiers and Owners of Property in 

Richmond: A great deal of work has been done 

by GSV volunteers, and some by volunteers of 

the Richmond and Burnley Historical Society, in 

indexing names in the Richmond Rate Books. 

We hope that this indexing will be finished by 

the end of October 2017. In addition to building 

this index of names, we are in the process of 

building an index to the streets, in order to 

enable serious researchers to trace buildings 

through the years. It is expected that a product, 

also on a USB stick, will be ready by early 2018. 

Index of Registers of Patients in the 

Melbourne Hospital: An updated index was 

completed and put on sale in June. It contains 

87,298 names each of which is hyperlinked to 

scans of the relevant pages. It is the first time we 

have used a USB memory stick to publish the 

index and the thousands of files linked to the 

index. Formerly we put the index and data on 



 

 

CDs or DVDs , but with the increasing incidence 

of PCs and Macs without CD/DVD drives the 

use of USB sticks will allow a wider audience. 

 

 

               Indexers at work, Queen Street, July 2017 

 

Future Projects: We hold many other records 

which we plan to scan and index in the near 

future. These include a number of Victorian 

school registers, transcripts and indexes of some 

Victorian church parish registers and some early 

Victorian electoral records not available 

elsewhere. We also hold some Victorian 

parliamentary papers and a large number of 

Victorian BDM certificates which we intend to 

scan and index. 

The Genealogical Index of Names (GIN) 

database continues to expand and now contains 

almost four million Australian and one million 

overseas records. All names in the database are 

linked to the source reference. 

 

Finances 

The Society's audited statement of accounts for 

the 2016/2017 financial year has been published 

in a separate document which may be found on 

our website. The financial report records a loss 

of about $337,000 for the Society for the year 

ended 30 June 2017. This loss is largely the 

result of the very substantial write-down in the 

value of our library collection following the 

transfer of the majority of our books to the 

RHSV library. The loss also includes around 

$40,000 in costs incurred in our move from 

Collins St to our new premises. Outside of these 

significant one-off costs for our restructure and 

relocation, the Society actually achieved an 

underlying surplus of approximately $27,500 for 

the year. This underlying surplus reflects both 

the generosity of members who donated to help 

us fund the move and the cost savings we are 

already making on rental and ancillary costs in 

our Queen St premises.   

The restructure and relocation required very 

considerable effort, as well as the necessary 

moving and re-establishment costs, but the 

Society is now on a firm financial footing which 

provides for ongoing viability and opportunities 

to further invest in new technology and services 

for our members. The ongoing support of our 

members in sustaining and growing the Society 

is fundamental to the GSV's future and is much 

appreciated. 

 

Bookshop 

The Society no longer maintains a large scale 

genealogical bookshop due to costs and the ease 

of online purchasing arrangements. We will 

however focus on providing our own 

publications and a small number of popular 

booklets such as the ‘Unlock The Past’ series 

and the new edition of Family History for 

Beginners and Beyond published by the Heraldry 

and Genealogy Society of Canberra.  

 

IT Systems 

Infrastructure: The move to new premises gave 

us the opportunity to consider upgrades to our IT 

infrastructure, systems and services. At Queen 

Street we have installed a high-speed fibre-optic 

cable connection permitting extremely fast 

download and upload speeds. The benefit of the 

increased download speed is evident with speedy 

web connections in the Centre. The increased 

upload speed is important allowing us to back-up 

our data in the Cloud and for the rapid delivery 



 

 

of our digital resources such as images and 

webcasts to members. 

We have installed a Wi-Fi connection in the 

Centre for members and guests and we have a 

mixture of Ethernet and wireless connections to 

all our desktop PCs. Power and internet 

connections have been made available to the 

study tables for members and visitors. The fibre-

optic cable connection has enabled us to install 

telephones using voice-over-internet-protocol 

which will reduce our telecommunication costs 

over time. 

The Society is very thankful for the very 

generous donations we received at the time of 

our move. We have been able to invest in 

upgraded computer equipment which will assist 

us to provide better digital services to members 

and will greatly improve our very necessary 

computer back-up operating procedures. We also 

received pro-bono services from a number of 

companies including DataCommIT who 

provided their staff to connect and test 40 data-

points around our new premises and install new 

networking equipment. DatacomIT also very 

kindly supplied us with a specialised cabinet to 

house our networking equipment and servers.  

Interactive Screen: As a result of a specific 

appeal, we received sufficient donations to 

enable us to invest in a large screen interactive 

display screen. This is mounted on a movable 

trolley and so may be used throughout the Centre 

and replaces the fixed data-projector display in 

our previous location. The high resolution screen 

has enabled us to conduct meetings in our new 

small meeting room in normal daylight 

conditions. We have used the screen to record 

meeting discussion points which may be saved 

and distributed at a later date. 

Scanners: Over the financial year we have 

purchased, or received donated, scanners to 

support our very large scanning and indexing 

projects being undertaken. Details about these 

projects may be found elsewhere in this report. 

Future Projects: The consolidation of our IT 

infrastructure has given us the opportunity to 

implement a planned program to upgrade our 

desktop PCs and other peripherals. We have also 

commenced an examination of software systems 

to better manage our library catalogue and digital 

data collection which is over a terabyte in size 

and increasing rapidly. 

 

Digital Media and Communications 

The Digital Media & Communications Team 

(DMCT) was formed to help GSV improve our 

online profile and communicate with our 

members. It first met in October 2016 under the 

chair of Janne Bonnett, Councillor for Social 

Media. 

Its agreed purpose is to be responsible for the 

overall management and direction of the GSV's 

digital platforms and other publicity 

communications. DMCT’s objectives are to 

communicate to GSV members in an efficient, 

timely and friendly way; to promote the GSV to 

the public and deliver member services, 

increasingly online. 

The Team meets monthly and during the year: 

 established editorial roles and procedures for 

the website, Facebook, the blog, and the 

very successfully subscribed GSV Writers 

closed Facebook site. 

 develped a process for improvements to the 

new website. 

 produced regular updates to the GSV 

Facebook page 

 re-launched the blog as 'Family History 

Matters at GSV' and developed regular 

content aimed at both members and the 

public, and enabled members to be notified 

of new posts automatically if wanted 

 rationalised the GSV digital names 

 added 'Who does what' to the website to 

assist members and personalise our profile 

 initiated action on establishing a GSV Style 

Guide and established a Blog User 

Management Guide for future reference. 



 

 

The Team has been assisted greatly by Tom 

O'Dea in developing and managing the IT 

foundations of our digital sites and expresses its 

thanks to him for this work, as well as to Patsy 

Daly for the early work with the blog and the 

GSV Writers' Facebook site. 

 

Website and Membership System 

The Society’s new website and membership 

system has been operating for a year and we 

have made minor adjustments to both systems 

over that time. 

The website provides clear links to our resources 

and activities and enables members and the 

general public to book and pay for events and 

activities online. Members are able to renew 

their membership through the new membership 

module and new members will be able to also 

join online. The new website also provides the 

Society with a platform to expand the use of our 

Facebook site and Blog to communicate with 

members and the public. 

 

Member Societies 

The ongoing links between the GSV and the 

Member Societies are valued and are important 

to all of us. Our annual Member Societies Day 

was held on 27 May 2017 and focussed on how 

the GSV and the societies could engage more 

closely with each other. Discussion was held 

about the GSV’s Facebook site and new blog and 

access to these social media outlets for Member 

Societies. It was also reiterated that the GSV 

Webcasts of talks are available for download for 

screening at meetings of Member Societies. 

 

Collaboration 

The Society continued to participate in a number 

of genealogical user groups, namely; the State 

Library of Victoria Family History User Group, 

the Joint Victorian Archives Consultative Forum, 

and the Victorian Birth, Deaths & Marriages 

Core System Replacement Project. 

The Society also actively participated as a 

member of the Victorian Association of Family 

History Organisations (VAFHO) and the 

Australasian Federation of Family History 

Organizations (AFFHO) and the Federation of 

Family History Societies (UK). 

Our collaborations are important for our 

members and are also a way to attract new 

members. We are actively engaged with the 

Immigration Museum (part of Museums 

Victoria) and held our first collaborative event in 

March when Claire Johnson spoke about 

immigration into Victoria during the early days 

of the colony. Other activities for GSV and 

Museums Victoria members are planned for the 

2017/2018 year.  

Discussions are underway with the Royal 

Historical Society of Victoria, the Cornish 

Association of Victoria and the Australian 

Institute of Genealogical Studies to plan 

collaborative events for our members. 

 

Ancestor Journal 

The Ancestor team aims in each issue to engage 

our readers with a combination of varied and 

interesting stories, useful research guides, ‘How 

To’ articles and family history information.  

This year we have been proud to feature our new 

Research and Education Centre at 85 Queen 

Street. Descriptions, photographs and maps of 

the new premises have been accompanied by 

explanations of the new operation of the library, 

and our co-operative arrangements with the 

RHSV and the Immigration Museum.  

The team is especially grateful to our creative 

director, Jay Wickham not only for her skill in 

layout and design in improving the magazine, 

but also her contributions and patience with late 

changes, at the time of the re-location in 

particular.  

The 2016 GSV Writing Prize was awarded to 

Emma Hegarty for her article ‘Finding Mary 

Jane' which was published in the December 2016 



 

 

edition. We thank ancestry.com for their 

sponsorship of the prize.  

The Ancestor pages on the GSV website have 

again been updated and improved. Sections on 

submitting an article and guidelines for authors 

have been rewritten on both the website and in 

the magazine. 

Ancestor would like to thank its many 

contributors, with a special mention to those who 

are regulars – Linley Hooper, Meg Bate, Irene 

Fullarton, PROV and RHSV. We would like to 

record our grateful appreciation to Irene 

Fullarton who has decided to retire after over 

fifteen years contributing her highly valued 

column ‘Genies on the Web’.  

 

Marketing 

The Marketing Committee comprising Bill 

Barlow (chair), Jenny Redman, Martin Playne, 

and Claire Johnson met in August and 

September 2016. It was subsumed by the 

formation of the Digital Media and 

Communications Team in October 2016 (see 

separate report). This initiative arose from the 

Social Media review and followed a 

recommendation by the marketing Committee to 

Council that the main non-cost avenue for GSV 

marketing is via its digital sites. This also 

recognised that the new website would need 

ongoing support and management.  

Other non-digital marketing activities which 

were investigated included the street handout of 

old Ancestor journals outside our Collins Street 

premises - which did not proceed as building 

work made this unviable; promotion on 'Golden 

Days' radio; possible publicity of a 'high profile' 

GSV research project; links to staff clubs, 

potential major sponsors; better links to libraries 

and MCC support.  

 

Special Interest Groups 

International Settlers Group (ISG): The 

Group has had a challenging year in 2016-2017. 

The GSV relocation required a careful review of 

the library holdings, which was especially 

difficult as the Group's research requirements 

cover many very different countries. The review 

team was spearheaded by Yvonne Izatt, and we 

are especially grateful to her for her efforts.  

The Group's current membership is 194, and we 

explore different avenues to hold and increase 

that number. The Committee meets four times a 

year to discuss these and other issues. ISG 

continues to deliver talks whenever and 

wherever we are invited and endeavours to 

attend functions to raise the Group's profile. We 

have held four very well attended meetings 

during the year, with a variety of Guest 

Speakers. Topics for the year were: 

 Sabine Nielsen – 'Memories in my Luggage. 

Literary Portraits of German Migrants to 

Australia' 

 Marie-Thérèse Jensen –  'European roots and 

Australian branches: Telling the family 

story'  

 The annual 'Problem Solving Workshop' 

 Liz Pidgeon - 'The effective and correct use 

of Trove as a research tool'  

The ISG Newsletter is published four times a 

year and is mailed to all members of the ISG and 

is shared with groups across Victoria, interstate, 

and overseas. 

Talks by members of the ISG were held at 

several member Societies, and members of the 

Committee helped the Ballarat and District 

Genealogical Society conduct a successful 

seminar on “Tracing Your European Ancestors” 

during the Ballarat Heritage Week celebrations. 

Once again there was an annual luncheon at Club 

Tivoli in Windsor in October.  

ISG has acquired a number of items for the 

library this year including Map Guides and 

several books, the most important of which was 

Roger Minert's new 275-page German Census 

Records 1816-1916: The When, Where, and How 

of a Valuable Genealogical Resource. 



 

 

The ISG Starter Kits continue to be sold 

wherever possible. 

Irish Ancestry Group (IAG): The IAG 

continues to do well with membership staying 

steady. We print 380 copies of Blarney each 

quarter, some of which go to reciprocal groups 

and honorary members, some to overseas 

recipients including some county libraries in 

Ireland. This is an excellent membership for a 

group such as ours. The feedback from Blarney 

readers is positive.  

We have had generous and interesting speakers 

as always and we manage to fill the room at our 

quarterly meetings. Our first meeting in the new 

(and smaller) venue was satisfactory. 

In October of 2016 IAG repeated the seminar of 

the previous March for the Ballarat Family 

History Group. On 31 May 2017 there was an 

opportunity of having a seminar day with two 

members of the Ulster Historical Society who 

were touring Australia and New Zealand. There 

was an exceptional response in an excellent 

venue. Dr Val Noone accepted the invitation to 

facilitate both of these seminars. Val is always 

there to help us out. 

Maureen Doyle and Beryl O'Gorman have 

spoken at several venues over the past year on 

Irish topics, the latest in May this year at our 

quarterly meeting on the importance of 

nicknames in Ireland. Maureen also shares her 

expert knowledge in the library on the second 

and fourth Wednesdays and also when there is a 

fifth Wednesday.  

Like all the other groups under the GSV banner 

we had the unenviable task of separating our 

reading material into those items that have been 

included in the GSV Research Collection and 

those that have been transferred to the Royal 

Historical Society of Victoria. 

 

Scottish Ancestry Group (SAG): The Scottish 

Ancestry Group (SAG) now in its 27th year 

experienced another successful year attracting 

new members and continuing to maintain its 

membership at about 200 people. The Group 

remains in a sound financial position enabling it 

to retain the annual fee at $11.00.  

 

We had a productive year with the SAG 

Education Program which included a speaker at 

the Quarterly meetings on a range of topics 

namely: 

 Susan McLean: On ‘Crime and Punishment 

in Nineteenth Century Scotland'. 

 John Bird: ‘The Baker’s Testament' (James 

Craw 1643-1688) the Will of his 7
th

 times 

Great-Grandfather. 

 The Reverend Douglas Robertson: Senior 

Minister, Scots’ Church Melbourne, ‘A wee 

laddie frae Lanarkshire’.  

 Malcolm Horsburgh: ‘The Old Parochial 

Registers of Scotland: new understandings 

and methodologies for both new and 

experienced researchers’. 

 

In October 2016 we co-hosted a Scottish Road 

Show with the Geelong Family History Group 

‘Exploring your Scottish Ancestry’. The program 

included, The ScotlandsPeople Website, Scot’s 

Influence in Western Victoria, Statistical 

Accounts of Scotland and The Highlands and 

Islands Immigration Scheme. This was a 

successful joint venture for all involved.  

The SAG newsletter ‘Thistle’ is published 

quarterly with a distribution of 270 copies. 

Currently this includes 220 by mail and 50 sent 

electronically. The numbers requesting 

electronic copies have increased since the option 

was offered last year particularly by GSV 

Member Societies who receive a complimentary 

copy of Thistle in exchange for their newsletter. 

A small number of our SAG members have 

taken up the offer. The majority prefer a hard 

copy which we are committed to providing. It is 

well received by our members judging from the 

positive feedback we receive.  



 

 

The Group have continued to offer twice yearly 

Research Workshops for new members and for 

‘Old’ members stuck in their research, and to 

purchase Scottish Resources for the GSV library 

collection when requested. Planning for our 

Education Program for 2018 is in progress. 

 

Discussion Circles 

Attendances at our Discussion Circles have 

greatly increased over the last year. These events 

provide an informal venue for members to 

discuss common ideas and receive assistance to 

help resolve roadblocks in their family history 

research. Details of meeting dates and times may 

be found on our website or in Ancestor. 

The Society will be endeavouring to form 

additional Circles to encourage the exchange of 

ideas and knowledge about other places or topics 

of interest. 

DNA Discussion Circle: The Circle meets on 

the 2nd Wednesday of the month. There is a  

solid core of regular attendees, particularly those 

who have had their DNA tested, together with an 

increasing number who have become interested 

in the topic. 

Three types of DNA tests are used for genealogy 

viz Y-DNA which passes down the male line, 

mitochondrial DNA which passes down the 

female line, and autosomal DNA based on  22 

pairs of chromosomes inherited from  both  

parents. Discussions concerning the tests are 

held at each meeting. 

Early English Discussion Circle: The monthly 

meetings of the Early English Discussion Circle 

(which is in its ninth year) are designed to help 

members with their pre-1700 English research. 

Members are encouraged to present their 

research and seek input from fellow members on 

their research difficulties. A specific topic is 

generally selected for the meetings, and last year 

these included origins of surnames, rural lands 

on which our ancestors lived and worked before 

1700, parliamentary papers; source repositories 

and websites. 

An innovation for members this year was the 

preparation of an electronic database of websites 

that are relevant to Early English research. 

Books and other sources are also included with 

details on how they can be accessed. The 

database is divided into a number of categories, 

plus a section on each county, allowing members 

to share their expertise on websites and sources 

relevant to those counties in which they have 

done a lot of research. 

South West England Research & Discussion 

Circle: This discussion Circle is proving popular 

with our GSV members with ancestors from 

Cornwall, Devon and Somerset. There are 

around 100 members on the SWERD email list, 

with 20 to 30 members attending the monthly 

meetings. This year we've had presentations and 

discussions on a range of topics covering aspects 

of our ancestors lives in the south-west, with a 

focus on how we can further pursue our research. 

Topics have included non-conformists, naval and 

military ancestors, education in the south-west, 

Somerset wills and the Cornish language. We've 

helped each other resolve our brickwalls and a 

number of members have presented on how 

they've researched the lives and careers of their 

south-west ancestors. The meetings are friendly 

and a great learning experience. All SWERD 

members receive copies of the presentations and 

meeting notes. We welcome all members with 

ancestors or research interests in the south-west 

counties. 

 

 

      SWERD meeting, July 2017 

 



 

 

Northumberland & Durham Discussion 

Circle: The Northumberland and Durham Circle 

discusses research, and share interests, in the 

north of England, which includes the counties of 

Northumberland, Durham, Yorkshire and 

Cumberland. The Circle meets on the 2nd 

Tuesday of the month except January. 

To those people who have interests in that area 

this active Circle welcomes new members, 

whether they are just starting with their family 

history, or have been researching for years. 

There is a blending of information and 

discussion about the various avenues of research 

in this area, and the combined knowledge and 

experience can assist with problems members 

may encounter. 

Writers Discussion Circle: The Writers’ 

Discussion Circle meets monthly except for 

January with attendances of 20-30. Nearly ninety 

members are on the email contact list. 

In the last year the Circle considered and 

commented on eleven short pieces of family 

history writing submitted by its members, as well 

as a general writing exercise by all members. 

Discussions were also held on the following 

topics: 

 ‘Writing targets – article, book, for family or 

autobiography’, by Barbara Beaumont 

 ‘What do editors look for and how can this 

help my writing?’, by Anne Semple 

 ‘Oral histories and interviews’, by Jenny 

Scammell 

 ‘Writing topic - sense of place’, by Toni 

Glasson 

Members of the Circle had the opportunity to 

attend an introductory session on Facebook by 

Jenny Scammell in March. The GSV Writers 

Facebook group has continued to grow over the 

last twelve months and there are now forty-nine 

members. It has proved a place to continue 

discussions on our monthly topics and the 

sharing of helpful hints, events, book reviews 

and other items that will help and inspire our 

writing. Special thanks must go to our regulars 

who post to our Facebook site and hopefully 

these will increase in the future. 

Members of the Circle continue to support the 

publication of Ancestor, including serving on the 

editorial team, writing book reviews and 

contributing the following articles: 

 ‘Self publishing a book’, by Louise Wilson, 

Martin Playne and Margaret Vines 

 ‘Copyright – or not’, by Bill Barlow 

 ‘Writing about death in our family 

histories’, by Maria Picyk 

 

In Conclusion 

The Council wishes to thank all our volunteers 

who have given their skills, experience and 

expertise so freely throughout the past year. 

Likewise grateful thanks are extended to our 

staff for their initiatives, hard work and 

dedication.  

We would also like to thank all members for 

their continued support and seek the continuation 

of that support to ensure that we maintain a 

viable Society in the future. 

We encourage you to visit our new Research and 

Education Centre and to attend our events. 

Family history research is a fascinating pursuit 

and we hope that our resources, skills and 

expertise will assist your endeavours. 

 

 

 

 

Researchers and volunteers, GSV Research and 

Education Centre,  Queen Street, July 2017 


